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It is known that, for every (an) # l 2(Z) there exists a function F # C(T) such that
|an ||F (n)| for every n # Z. We prove a noncommutative version: for every matrix
A=(aij ) such that sup i &(aij ) j&l2 and supj &(aij ) i& l2 are finite, there exists a matrix
(bij ) defining a bounded operator on l 2, such that |aij ||bij | for every i, j. We
extend this to other norms on matrices and present an abstract version of the
coefficient problem.  1997 Academic Press
Kahane, Katznelson, de Leeuw proved the following:
Theorem 1 (KKL). For every sequence a=(aj) j # Z # l 2(Z) there exists a
function F # C(T ) such that
(i) &F&K &a&2
(ii) \j # Z |F ( j )||aj |,
where K is an absolute constant.
Recently Nazarov [N] gave several simple proofs of a stronger result
(see Theorem 5 below). We show how his methods may be used in a
noncommutative setting.
We prove:
Theorem 2. For every matrix A=(aij )0i, j such that A and A* # l (l 2),
there exists a matrix B=(bij )0i, j defining a bounded operator: l 2  l 2 such
that
(i) &B&2  2K max[&A&l(l2) , &A*&l (l2)]
(ii) \i, j # N |bij ||aij |,
where K is an absolute constant.
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More generally:
Theorem 3. Let A=(An)n # Z be a sequence of matrices, with An=
(a (n)ij )0i, j , such that
&A&, 2, 2=max {supi \:n, j |a
(n)
i, j |
2+
12
, sup
j \:n, i |a
(n)
i, j |
2+
12
=<.
Then
(a) There exists a matrix-valued function F # L(T, B(l 2)) (defined
as the dual space of L1(T, l 2 l 2)) such that
(i) &F&L(B(l 2 ))K &A&, 2, 2
(ii) \n # Z \i, j # N |F (n)(i, j )||a (n)ij |,
where K is an absolute constant.
(b) For every countable discrete group 1=(#n)n # N there exists a
sequence of matrices (Bn)n0 such that
(i) &n0 *#n Bn&l2 (1, l2 ( N ))  l 2(1, l2 (N ))K &A&, 2, 2
(ii) \i, j, n # N |b (n)ij ||a
(n)
ij | ,
where *#n denotes the left regular representation of #n as a bounded operator
on l 2(1 ).
(c) These results are best possible, i.e. every sequence (An) satisfying
(ii) must satisfy &A&, 2, 2<.
(d) Assume that, moreover, n, j |a(n)i, j |
2  i   0, n, i |a (n)i, j |
2  j   0.
Then in (a) F may be chosen in C(T, K(l 2)); similarly in (b), if 1 is weakly
amenable, (Bn)n0 may be chosen in the closed span of (*#n eij )n, i, j # N for
the operator norm.
In fact, Theorem 3 is an easy corollary of the following theorem, stated
in the setting of Von Neumann algebras equipped with a trace {.
Theorem 4. There exists a positive constant K satisfying the following
property: let M be a Von Neumann algebra equipped with a trace {. Let
(Aj ) j # N be a sequence in M. We assume that, for every n, { is finite on the
Von Neumann algebra spanned by the Aj ’s, jn, and that
(i) \i, j, k( j{k) Re {(Ai*AiAj*Ak)+Re {(AiAi*AjAk*)=0
(ii) & j1 |Aj | 2s&M<.
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Then there exists B # M such that
(iii) &B&MK & j1 |Aj | 2s&12M
(iv) \j1 |{(B*Aj )|{(Aj*Aj ).
The following result is a reformulation of Nazarov’s theorem in our
setting:
Theorem 5. Let (Aj ) j1 be a sequence of n_n matrices such that
(i) there exists ;>0 such that, for j 1, {( |Aj | );
(ii) there exists a constant C>0 such that, for every sequence
(aj ) j1 # l 2
\N1 " :jN aj Aj"2C \ :jN |aj |
2+
12
({ denotes the usual trace and &A&2 the Hilbert Schmidt norm).
Then for every (aj) # l 2, there exists a matrix B satisfying
(iii) &B&2  2K &(aj )&2 with K=16C 2;&3{(Id )
(iv) \j1 |{(B*Aj )||aj |.
Moreover
K&1 &(aj)&2 sup
|hj |=1
{ \} :j1 hjajAj }+C{(Id )
12 &(aj )&2 .
More generally, the same holds true if (Aj ) j1 lies in L2(M, {) where M
is a Von Neumann algebra equipped with a finite trace {, replacing &B&2  2
by &B&M .
Here, we have replaced L1(+), L2(+), L(+) (+ a probability measure)
by their non commutative analogues. Note that both Theorem 3 and
Theorem 5 imply the KKL theorem, but Theorem 5 does not imply
Theorem 2.
Then we prove analogues (and consequences) of Theorem 2 when
the space B(l 2, l 2) is replaced by B(l p$, l q) for some values of p$ and
q (Theorems 12, 14). However, the statements are not as nice as in
Theorem 2. In passing, we notice a strong majorant property for Ap(1 ),
when 1 is a countable discrete group (Proposition 13).
The paper is organized as follows:
In part I we explain Nazarov’s methods in the setting of Von Neumann
algebras. The first one gives Theorems 24. We first prove the matrix
version (Theorem 2), which requires no technicalities. Then we prove the
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general version (Theorems 4 and 3). The key is Lemma 6. The second
method gives Theorem 5. The two methods rely on a common idea
explained in Lemma 8. However, the second one works only in a Hilbert
setting, and can deal only with sequences (aj ) # l 2.
In part II we prove Theorems 12, 14, and Proposition 13, using
Calderon’s result on the complex interpolation of Banach lattices. We also
recall the known analogues of Theorem 2 when the space B(l 2, l 2) is
replaced by Schatten spaces C p. Then we comment on the generalized
version of the coefficient problem and we define the envelope of a sequence
space, which is closely related to this problem.
Notation. c0 denotes the space of complex sequences a=(ai) i # N which
tend to 0 at , l  the space of bounded complex sequences. For 1p<
l p denotes the space of complex sequences a=(ai) i # N such that &a&p=
(i |ai | p)1p is finite.
A sequence space on a countable set I is a Banach space X of complex
valued functions on I, such that the point evaluations 1j : f  f ( j ), j # I are
continuous linear forms on X.
We will often consider spaces of matrices as sequence spaces on N_N.
The Schur product of two matrices A=(aij ), B=(bij ) is their product as
functions on N_N; it is denoted by A vB=(aijbij ). For every function f on
N_N we denote by f* the function f *(i, j )=f ( j, i).
For i, j # N, eij denotes the matrix A whose all entries are null, excepted
aij=1.
Let A be an operator on a Hilbert space H. We denote by
|A| s= 12 (A*A+AA*) its symmetrized modulus.
Let M be a Von Neumann algebra, equipped with a finite faithful normal
trace {. For 1p<, Lp(M, {) denotes the completion of M for the norm
&A&L p (M, {)=({(A*A) p2)1p. The Schatten space Cp is the space of those
compact operators A on l 2 such that ({(A*A) p2)1p is finite, { being the
usual trace.
Let X, Y be two Banach spaces over the complex field. X* denotes the
dual space of X, B(X, Y ) denotes the space of bounded operators: X  Y,
K(X, Y ) denotes the subspace of compact operators; the abbreviation is
B(X ), K(X ) when X=Y.
X Y is the projective tensor product, its dual space is B(X, Y*). If X,
Y are Banach spaces of functions on sets I, J respectively, X Y is the
space of those functions h on I_J which may be written as h=
k1 fkgk , with
&h&X Y=inf :
k1
& fk &X &gk &Y ,
where the infimum is taken over all such decompositions.
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Let I be a closed interval of R. We denote by B(I ) the space of bounded
borelian functions on I, by C(I ) the space of bounded continuous functions
on I.
Let I, J be closed intervals of R. C(I ) C(J ) is isometrically a closed
subspace of B(I ) B(J).
Let 1 be a countable discrete group. For 1<p2, Ap(1) is the quotient
of l p(1 ) l p$(1 ) ((1p)+(1p$)=1) by the kernel of the mapping P:
fg  f V g. A(1) is the abbreviation for A2(1 ). If 1 is abelian, A(1 ) is of
course the space of the Fourier transforms of functions in L1(G), where G
is the dual group of 1.
The dual space of A(1 ) is the Von Neumann algebra VN(1 ), the
reduced C* algebra of 1 is denoted by VN0(1).
VN(1, B(l 2)) denotes the w* closed subspace of B(l 2(1_N) spanned by
(*#n Bn)n # N, where Bn # B(l
2).
VN0(1, K(l 2)) denotes the norm closed subspace of VN(1, B(l 2))
spanned by (*#n Bn)n # N , where Bn # K(l
2).
M0(1 ) denotes the norm closure of A(1 ) in the algebra of completely
bounded multipliers of A(1 ) [CH]. We recall that A(1)=M0(1 ) if and
only if 1 is amenable. By definition ([CH]), 1 is weakly amenable if
M0(1 ) has a bounded approximate identity. For example, amenable or free
groups are weakly amenable.
I
Theorems 24 will follow from Lemmas 6 to 9. The core of the proof lies
in Lemmas 6, 8. Lemma 6 is a version of second order Taylor’s formula for
hermitian operators. Lemmas 8, 9 are reduction lemmas.
Lemma 6. Let S,T be hermitian n_n matrices, let { be the usual trace,
or more generally, let S, T be bounded hermitian operators on a Hilbert
space, whose spectra lie in a bounded interval I and let { be a finite trace on
the Von Neumann algebra spanned by S and T.
Let ,: I  R be a bounded function of class C2 such that, for every x # I,
,"(x)1&ax2, 0<a< 12
(,(x)= 12x
2e&x 2 12 works on R for a= 14). Then
{[,(T )&,(S)&(T&S) ,$(S)&
1
2!
(T&S)2 (Id&a(S2+T2))]0.
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Hence, if moreover 0{(,(T)&,(S)),
&{[(T&S) ,$(S)]
1
2!
{[(T&S)2 (Id&a(S2+T 2))].
Nazarov used the function 12x
2e&bx 2 in a first version of his paper; it
satisfies
,$(x)=x(1&bx2) e&bx2,
,"(x)=(1&5bx2+2b2x4) e&bx 2(1&5bx2) e&bx 21&6bx2.
The assumption that { is finite is essential in order to define the traces
of the bounded operators ,(T), ,(S).
Proof of Lemma 6 for n_n matrices. The proof relies on the elementary
second order Taylor’s formula: for every s, t # R there exists cs, t # ]s, t[,
such that
,(t)&,(s)&(t&s) ,$(s)= 12 (t&s)
2 ,"(cs, t) 12(t&s)
2 (1&ac2s, t)
hence
,(t)&,(s)&(t&s) ,$(s) 12 (t&s)
2 (1&a(s2+t2)).
Let S=kK sk Pk and T=lL tlQl be the spectral decompositions of
the hermitian matrices S and T. In particular Id=kK Pk=lL Ql .
Note that
,(T )&,(S)&(T&S) ,$(S)
= :
kK, lL
[,(tl )&,(sk)&(tl&sk) ,$(sk)] QlPk ,
but
:
kK, lL
(tl&sk)2 (1&a(s2k+t
2
l )) QlPk
=(T 2+S2)(Id&a(S2+T 2))&2TS+aTS 3+aT 3S
{(T&S)2 (Id&a(S2+T 2).
However the traces of these matrices are the same.
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As {(Ql Pk)={(Pk QlPk)0 for every k, l, we get
{[,(T)&,(S)&(T&S) ,$(S)]
= :
kK, lL
[,(tk)&,(sl)&(tk&sl) ,$(sk)] {(QlPk)
 12 :
kK, lL
(tl&sk)2 (1&a(s2k+t
2
l )) {(QlPk)
= 12 {[(T
2+S 2)(Id&a(S 2+T 2))&2TS+aTS3+aT 3S]
= 12 {[(T&S)
2 (Id&a(S2+T 2))]. K
We postpone the proof of Lemma 6 in the general case.
Proof of Theorem 2. It is enough to prove it for a n_n matrix A; if A
is not hermitian, define the 2n_2n hermitian matrix A by
A =\ 0A*
A
0+ .
Obviously,&A &l (l 2)=max[&A&l (l2) , &A*&l  (l2)]. Hence if
B=\B1B3
B2
B4+
satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 2 with respect to A , then B2 will satisfy
it with respect to A.
Hence it is enough to prove Theorem 2 for a 2n_2n hermitian
matrix, which we now denote by A=(ai, j ) i, j2n , satisfying &A&2l (l2)=
supi  j |aij | 2=1.
For 1i<j2n, let
Ai, j=ai, j ei, j+ai, j eji , Aii=aiieii .
Then
A2i, j=|aij |
2 (eii+ejj ) for i{j, A2ii=|aii |
2 eii .
For =ij # [&1, +1] we denote A==i j n =ijAij=(=ij aij ) i, jn with =ij==ji .
Let a, , be as in Lemma 6. Let =0 be a choice of signs (=ij )1i, jn for which
{(,(A=0 ))=sup
=
{(,(A=)).
Let B=1(1&2a) ,$(A= 0 ). Then &B&2  21(1&2a) &,$&=K.
For any i, jn, let ==(=kl)1k, ln be a choice of signs which differs
from =0 only for the index ij.
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By Lemma 6 applied to T=A= , S=A= 0 , as A=&A=0=&2=0ijAij ,
(1&2a) {(=0ijAijB){(A
2
ij )&a{(A
2
ij (A
2
=0+A
2
= ))
that is
(1&2a) =0ij Re(bijaij)|aij |
2&a |aij | 2 \:h |aih |
2+:
h
|ajh | 2+
(1&2a)|aij | 2
hence |bijaij ||aij | 2. K
We will now prove Lemma 6 in the general case. The proof follows the
same line as in the matrix case, replacing the linear combinations of
product of projections by double operator integrals.
Inspired by [BS] and [P1] we first define double operator integrals:
Definition 1. Let M be a Von Neumann algebra. Let S, T # M be
bounded hermitian operators; let E: I  M, F: J  M be their spectral
measures, where I and J are bounded closed intervals of R. Then if f # B(I ),
g # B(J) we may denote g(T ) b f (S)=J g(t) dF(t) I f (s) dE(s) by
||
I_J
f (s) g(t) dF(t) dE(s);
its operator norm is not greater than & f & &g& .
Hence if h # B(I ) B(J), we may define, by linearity and by taking
limits in the M norm, the bounded operator
||
I_J
h(s, t) dF(t) dE(s)
whose norm in M is not greater than &h&B(I ) B(J) .
Warning: This operator must not be denoted by h(S, T) if S, T do not
commute: for example
||
I_J
(t&s)3 s dF(t) dE(s){(T&S)3 S
and moreover their traces are different in general.
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Lemma 7. Let M, I, J, E, F be defined as above. Let h # C(I ) C(J ) be
a positive function. Let { be a finite trace on M. Then
{ \||I_J h(s, t) dF(t) dE(s)+0.
Proof. As { is finite, it is enough to prove the lemma when h is a linear
combination of atoms, h=Ni=1 f
(i) g(i).
We approximate each f (i), g (i) uniformly on I, J by sequences of step
functions ( f (i )n )n1 , (g
(i )
n )n1 such that hn=
N
i=1 f
(i )
n g
(i )
n 0 for every n.
Then
&h&hn&B(I) B(J)  n   0.
There is a partition of I into disjoint intervals Ik, n (kK(n)), such that
each f (i )n , iN, is constant on Ik, n , (kK(n), and similarly for J and g
(i )
n .
Each hn is constant on rectangles
Rk, l, n=Ik, n_Jl, n (kK(n), lL(n)).
Let Pk, n=E(Ik, n), Ql, n=F(Jl, n). We get
{ \||I_J h(s, t) dF(t) dE(s)+=limn \||I_J hn(s, t) dF(t) dE(s)+
=lim
n
{ \ :kK(n), lL(n) hn(Rk, l, n) Ql, nPk, n+
=lim
n
:
kK(n), lL(n)
hn(Rk, l, n) {(Ql, nPk, n)0. K
Proof of Lemma 6 in the general case. As in the matrix case, we
consider
h(s, t)=,(t)&,(s)&(t&s) ,$(s)& 12 (t&s)
2 (1&a(s2+t2)) # C(I ) C(I ).
By Lemma 7
{ \||I_I h(s, t) dF(t) dE(s)+0;
hence the proof works in the same way as in the matrix case. K
We now prove a hermitian version of Theorem 4:
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Lemma 8. Let (Aj )1 j n be a finite sequence of hermitian operators
belonging to a Von Neumann algebra M, equipped with a finite trace {. We
assume that
(i) \i, j, k( j{k) Re {(A2i AjAk)=0
(ii) &in A2i &M=1.
For =j # [&1, +1] we denote
A= :
in
=jAj .
Let a, , be as in Lemma 6. Let =0 be a choice of signs (=j )1 j n for which
{(,(A=0))=sup
=
{(,(A=)).
Let B=(11&2a) ,$(A= 0 ). Then
(iii) &B&M(11&2a)&,$&=K
(iv) for every in |{(BAi )|{(A2i ).
Proof. We argue as in the proof of Theorem 2. For any in, let
==(=j )1 j n be a choice of signs which differs from =0 only for the
index i.
By Lemma 6 applied to T=A= , S=A= 0 , as A=&A=0=&2=0i Ai ,
(1&2a) {(=0i AiB){(A
2
i )&a{(A
2
i (A
2
=0+A
2
= )).
By (i) and (ii),
{(A2i (A
2
=0
+A2= ))2{ \A2i :jn A
2
j +2{(A2i ) " :jn A
2
j "M2{(A2i ),
hence
|{(AiB)|{(=0i AiB){(A
2
i ).
Proof of Theorem 4. As M is a dual space, a w*-compactness argument
allows to pass from finite sequences to infinite ones.
Passing from hermitian operators to general ones is achieved by the
following standard trick, similar to the one we used in Theorem 2:
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If M is represented as a subalgebra of B(H) for a Hilbert space H, let
H1 , H2 be two copies of H; we associate to every element A # M the
hermitian element A # B(H1H2) defined by
PA P=QA Q=0, QA P=A*, PA Q=A,
where P+Q=IdHH and P is the orthogonal projection: H1H2  H1 .
The Von Neumann algebra spanned by the A ’s, where A runs through M,
is denoted by M ; it is equipped with the trace {~ (C)={(PCP)+{(QCQ),
for C # M .
We have the following formulas:
PA jA kP=AjAk*, QA jA kQ=Aj*Ak ,
PA j A k Q=0=QA jA kP,
" :in A
2
i "M " :in |Ai |
2
s"M2 " :in A
2
i "M ,
{~ (A j A k)=2 Re {(Aj*Ak),
{~ (A 2i A j A k)={(Ai*Ai Aj*Ak)+{(AiAi*AjAk*).
By assumption (i) Re {~ (A 2i A jA k)=0. By assumption (ii) and Lemma 8
there exists C=C* # M such that
(iii)’ &C&M K &in A 2i &M K &in |Ai | 2s &M
(iv)’ {~ (CA j ){~ (A 2j )=2{(Aj*Aj ).
Then C$=PCQ satisfies
(iii) &C$&M&C&M
(iv) |{(C$Aj)|Re {(C$Aj)= 12{~ (CA j){(Aj*Aj ). K
Proof of Theorem 3. (a) is a particular case of (b) which is itself a par-
ticular case of Theorem 4: indeed let M/B(l 2(1, l 2(N)) be the closure of
the span of *#n Cn for the weak operator topology (here Cn runs through
B(l 2(N)), n0, #0 denotes the neutral element of 1=(#n)n0). This Von
Neumann algebra is equipped with the trace
{(*#n Cn)=0 if n{0,
{(*#0 C )=tr(C ) where tr is the usual trace on B(l
2(N)).
We consider the sequence An, i, j=*#n a
(n)
ij eij , (i, j1, n0) and compute
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An, i, j A*n, i, j=*#0  |a
(n)
ij |
2 eii ,
A*n, i, j An, i, j=*#0  |a
(n)
ij |
2 ejj ,
|An, i, j | 2s =
1
2*#0  |a
(n)
ij |
2 (ejj+eii ),
2 " :n, i, j |An, i, j |
2
s "l 2(1, l2 (N )  l2 (1, l2 ( N )
=" :n, i, j |a
(n)
ij |
2 (eii+ejj )" l2 (N )  l 2( N )
2 max {supi :n, j |a
(n)
ij |
2, sup
j
:
n, i
|a (n)ij |
2= .
{(An, i, j A*n, i, j Am, k, lA*p, s, t)=0
={(A*n, i, j An, i, j A*m, k, l Ap, s, t) unless m=p;
{(An, i, j A*n, i, j Am, k, lA*m, s, t)
=|a(n)ij |
2 a (m)kl a
(m)
st tr(eiieklets)=0 unless l=t, k=s.
Let B=n0 *#n Bn # M, then
{(B*An, i, j )=tr Bn*a (n)ij ei, j=b
(n)
ij a
(n)
ij .
(c) It is enough to verify that
&(Bn)&, 2, 2":n *#n Bn"l 2 (1_N )  l2 (1_N ) ,
which is obvious by restricting the operator n *#n Bn to the span of
(*#0 ei ) i # N in l
1(1_N).
(d) Arguing as in [KKL], this follows from (b) and the subsequent
Lemma 9. For example, in the setting of Theorem 2, assume that A and A*
belong to c0(l 2). For every =>0, we may write A=h vA$, where h # c0 c0
and &A&A$&<=. By Theorem 2 there exists B$ # B(l 2) satisfying (i), (ii) in
the theorem with respect to A$; then B=h vB$ # K(l 2) and satisfies (i), (ii)
with respect to A. K
Lemma 9. (a) Let A=(aij) i, j # N be a matrix such that A and A* #
c0(l 2). Then, for every positive =, there exist A$=(a$ij ) and h=(hij ) such that
(i) \i, j # N aij=hija$ij
(ii) max[&A&A$&c0 (l 2 ) , &A*&A$*&c0 (l2 )]=
(iii) &h&c0 c0=1.
In particular, h is a Schur multiplier: B(l 2)  K(l 2).
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(b) Let 1 be a weakly amenable countable discrete group. Let (An) be
a sequence of matrices such that  j, n |a (n)ij |
2  i   0, i, n |a (n)ij |
2  j   0,
as in Theorem 3. Then, for every =>0, there exists (A$n) with the same
property, and h=(h(#n))=(h (n)ij ) # M0(1 ) c0 c0 such that
(i)’ \i, j, n # N a (n)ij =h
(n)
ij aij$
(n)
(ii)’ max[&A&A$&, 2, 2 , &A*&A$*&, 2, 2]=
(iii)’ &h&M0 (1 ) c0 c0K, where K is an absolute constant.
In particular, h is a Schur multiplier: VN(1, B(l 2))  VN0(1, K(l 2)).
Proof. In our setting, a version of Cohen’s factorization theorem [CF,
Corollary 24] goes as follows: Let A be a sequence space on a countable
set I, which is a Banach algebra with a bounded approximate identity for
pointwise multiplication on I; let X be a Banach sequence space on I which
is an A-module; we assume that the finitely supported elements of X are
norm dense in X. Then, for every =>0, and every x # X, there exists x$ # X,
h # A such that x=h x$ and &x&x$&X<=, &h&AK where K is an
absolute constant.
(a) A=c0 c0 is a Banach algebra for pointwise (or Schur)
product, with a finitely supported bounded approximate identity. A acts
continuously by Schur product on the space X of those A such that A and
A* # c0(l 2).
(b) Take for X the space of sequences (An) such that  j |a (n)ij |
2
 i   0, i |a (n)ij |
2  j   0, and A=M0(1) c0 c0 . As 1 is weakly
amenable, M0(1 ) has an approximate identity and so has A.
By the definition of M0(1 ), for every f # M0(1 ), f11 is a multiplier:
VN(1, B(l 2))  VN0(1, B(l 2)); for every g in c0  c0 , 1g is a multiplier:
VN0(1, B(l 2))  VN0(1, K(l 2)), hence every element in A is a multiplier:
VN(1, B(l 2))  VN0(1, K(l 2)).
Nazarov gives two proofs of Theorem 5 in the commutative setting. The
first one uses a variant of Lemma 6 which holds true in our setting;
also note that |t&s| # C(I ) C(I ) by [V, Theorem 7.1.1]. However
we could not deduce Theorem 5 this way, because the inequality
{(I_I |t&s| dF(t) dE(s)){( |T&S| ) is false in general. A counterexample
will be given after the proof of Theorem 5.
So we translate the second proof as he indicated to us. One keeps the
same idea as in Lemma 8, but the choice of , is entirely different and
Lemma 6 is replaced by the following Lemma 10.
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Lemma 10. Let S be a hermitian n_n matrix, and for a>0 let PS be the
orthogonal projection on the sum of the eigenspaces corresponding to eigen-
values in [&a, a]; more generally, let S=R s dE(s) be a hermitian element
of L2(M, {), and PS=a&a dE(s), Q
+
S =

a dE(s), Q
+
S =
&a
& dE(s).
Let us consider the truncated operator
,(S)=SPS+aQ+S &aQ
&
S
and the functional
l(S)=&S&22&&S&,(S)&22 .
Let T be another hermitian operator # L2(M, {). Then
(a) l(T)&l(S)2<T&S, ,(S)>+&,(T )&,(S)&22
(b) if the trace { is finite,
&,(T)&,(S)&2{(Id )&12 &T&S&1 \1&a&1 &T&S&2&T&S&1 (&S&2+&T&2)+ .
Proof. (a) From [N], writing l(S)=2<S, ,(S)>&&,(S)&22 and
developing
l(T)&l(S)=2 (T&S, ,(S))+2 (T, ,(T)&,(S))&&,(T)&22+&,(S)&22
=2 (T&S, ,(S))+&,(T)&,(S)&22+2 (T&,(T), ,(T)&,(S))
one must verify that
(T&,(T ), ,(T )&,(S)) 0.
We compute
(T&,(T ), ,(S))=( (T&a Id) Q+T +(T+a Id) Q
&
T , SPS+aQ
+
S &aQ
&
S ) ,
(T&,(T ), ,(T ))=( (T&a Id) Q+T , aQ
+
T )+( (T+a Id) Q
&
T , &aQ
&
T )
=( (T&a Id) Q+T , a(PS+Q
+
S +Q
&
S ))
+( (T+a Id) Q&T , &a(PS+Q
+
S +Q
&
S ))
hence
(T&,(T ), ,(T )&,(S)) =( (T&a Id) Q+T , (&S+a Id) PS+2aQ
&
S )
+(&(T+a Id) Q&T , (S+a Id) PS+2aQ
+
S ).
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By construction, we are dealing with four positive operators, which proves
the claim, because if A, B are positive operators, (A, B)={(AB)=
{(A12BA12)0.
(b) Let us denote by PS 7 PT the orthogonal projection on
Im PS & Im PT . As
Id&PS 7 PT=QS 6 QT=QS+QT&Q
where QS , QT , Q are the orthogonal projections on ker PS , ker PT ,
ker PS & ker PT respectively,
{(QS 6 QT){(QS)+{(QT).
So
&,(T )&,(S)&2&(,(T )&,(S))(PS 7 PT )&2=&(T&S)(PS 7PT)&2
{(Id)&12 &(T&S)(PS 7 PT)&1
and
&(T&S)(PS 7 PT)&1&T&S&1&&(T&S)(QS 6 QT)&1
&T&S&1&&T&S&2 {(QS 6 QT)12
&T&S&1&&T&S&2 ({(QS)+{(QT))12.
By Tchebychev inequality,
a2{(QS)=a2{ \||s|>a dE(s)+{ \||s|>a s2 dE(s)+=&SQS&22&S&22
and similarly for QT , which proves the claim. K
Proof of Theorem 5. As M is the dual space of L1(M, {), it is enough
to prove the theorem for finite sequences, and for positive or null aj ’s. Let
(aj )1 j n # R+ be such that 1 j n a2j =1. As M is norm dense in
L2(M, {), by taking limits again, we may assume that the Aj ’s ( jn) lie
in M.
First assume that the Aj ’s # M are hermitian. As in Lemma 8, we denote
A= in =j ajAj where =j # [&1, +1]. Let , and l be defined as in
Lemma 10.
Let =0 be a choice of signs (=j ) jn for which l(A= 0)=sup= l(A=).
For any 1in, let ==(=j )1 j n be a choice of signs which differs from
=0 only for the index i. By Lemma 10 applied to S=A= 0 , T=A= , as
A=&A=0=&2=0i ai Ai ,
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4 |ai | |(,(A=0), Ai) |&,(A=0)&,(A=)&22
4 |ai | 2 {(Id)&1 &Ai &21
_\1&a&1 &Ai&2&Ai &1 (&A=0 &2+&A=&2)+
2
hence
|(,(A=0), Ai) ||ai | {(Id )&1 ;2(1&2C2;&1a&1)2.
Choose a = 4C2;&1 and B = 4{(Id) ;&2,(A= 0), hence &B&M 
16C2{(Id) ;&3.
It remains to prove the last assertion. By assumption (ii) and
CauchySchwarz inequality
" :jN ajAj"1C{(Id)
12 &(aj ) jN&2 .
Let B be associated to ( |aj | ) as above; then
&(aj ) jN&22 :
jN
|aj | |{(B*Aj )|= :
jN
hjaj{(B*Aj )
&B&M sup
|hj |=1
" :jN hj ajAj&1
K &(aj ) jN&2 sup
|hj |=1
" :jN hjajAj&1 . K
Without using (iii), (iv), the last assertion may also be deduced from the
fact that L1(M, {) has cotype 2.
We now give an example, due to Nazarov, showing that there exists
no strictly positive constant K such that {(I_I |t&s| dF(t) dE(s))
K{( |T&S| ):
Let
e=\10+ and u%=\
cos %
sin %+ # R2.
Let
S=ee=\10
0
0+ , and T%=u%u%=\
cos2 %
sin % cos %
sin % cos %
sin2 % +
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be the corresponding rank one projections. Then
T%&S=sin % \&sin %cos %
cos %
sin %+ , (T%&S)2=sin2 % Id,
|T%&S|=|sin %| Id,
{( |T%&S| )=2 |sin %|, { being the usual trace.
On the other hand, the eigenvalues of S and T% are 0 and 1, hence the
left hand side of the inequality reduces to
{(T% (Id&S)+{((Id&T%)S)={(T%)+{(S)&2{(T% S)
=2(1&cos2 %)=2 sin2 %.
II
Theorem 2 may be reformulated by saying that for finite matrices A
N2, 2(A)=inf[&B&2  2 | \i, j |aij ||bij |]
is equivalent to a norm on matrices, namely max[&A&l (l 2) , &A*&l (l2 )].
(We mean that there are absolute constants K, K$ such that
K$N2, 2(A)max[&A&l  (l2) , &A*&l (l 2 )]KN 2, 2(A).)
A similar result holds true if &B&2  2 is replaced by &B&  1 :
Let N, 1(A)=inf[&B&  1 | \i, j |aij ||bij |]. Then N, 1(A) is
equivalent to a norm on matrices, namely max[&A&l 1 (l2 ) , &A*&l 1(l2 )].
Indeed, for every finite matrix A=(aij ) there is a choice of signs (=ij )
such that B=(=ijaij ) satisfies &B&  1K max[&A&l1 (l 2 ) , &A*&l1 (l 2 )] [Pi3 ,
Proposition 6.2], [C, Theorem 3.2]. Hence N, 1(A)K max[&A&l 1(l2 ) ,
&A*&l1(l2 )]. On the other hand, by Grothendieck theorem [Pi2], for every
finite matrix B, max[&B&l1 (l2 ) , &B*&l 1 (l2 )]KG &B&  1 , where KG is the
Grothendieck constant. Hence max[&A&l1 (l 2 ) , &A*&l1 (l 2 )]KGN, 1(A).
As a consequence of Theorem 2 we will get similar results for the norms
&B&p$  q for 1q<2, p$2, 1q&1p$ 12 though we do not have such a
nice description for the new norm Np$, q. We need the following reformula-
tion of a well-known result of Calderon on complex interpolation of
Banach lattices [KPS, Chapter IV]. The idea of using interpolation of lat-
tices for this kind of purpose is due to Pisier [Pi1, Proof of Theorem 4].
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Definition 2. A Banach lattice X is said to be p-convex (1 p<) if
there exists a Banach lattice X0 such that, for every f # X, & f &X=&| f | p&1pX0 .
We denote X=X ( p)0 .
Lemma 11. Let X,Y be two latticial sequence spaces on a countable set
I, which are respectively p-convex and p$-convex (1p+1p$=1). We also
assume that finitely supported elements are norm dense in X. Then
N( f )=inf[&u&X &v&Y | \i # I | f (i)|u(i) v(i)]
defines a norm on finitely supported functions, namely the norm of the
interpolation space (X0 , X1)1p$ where X=X ( p)0 , Y=X
( p$)
1 .
Proof. N( f ) coincides with the definition of the norm of f in the
Banach lattice X 1p0 X
1p$
1 [KPS, p. 242]. As finitely supported elements are
norm dense in X0 , the formula (X0 , X1)1p$=X 1p0 X
1p$
1 holds true [KPS,
Chap. IV, Theorem 114].
Theorem 12. Let p$2, 1r+1p$= 12. For finite matrices A=(aij ), let
Np$, 2(A)=inf [&B&p$  2 | \i, j |aij ||bij |].
Then N p$, 2(A) is equivalent to
M(A)=inf[&u&r max(&v&c0(l2) , &v*&c0 (l2)) | \i, j |aij |uj vij]
and M(A) defines a norm on finite matrices.
Proof. (a) We denote &u$&l r (l)=( j sup i |u$ij | r)1r.
Obviously, M(A)=inf[&u$&l r (l) max(&v&c0(l2) , &v*&c0(l2)) | \i, j |aij |
u$ij vij]. As r21, M(A) is a norm by Lemma 11 applied to 2-convex
lattices, namely the norm of the 12 interpolation space between l
r2(l ) and
the space of matrices normed by max(&w&c0 (l1) , &w*&c0 (l1)).
(b) Let P(A) = inf[&u&r &w&2  2 | \i, j |aij |  uj wij ]  M(A). By
Theorem 2, P(A)KM(A).
(c) Obviously, Np$, 2(A)P(A). By Grothendieck theorem [Pi2 ,
Theorem 8.4], every operator B # B(l p$, l 2) factors as B=w b U where
w: l 2  l 2 is bounded and U: l p$  l 2 is a multiplier, i.e. is defined by a func-
tion u # l r, and &B&p$  2K$ &u&r &w&2  2 . Hence P(A)K$N p$, 2(A). K
The norm M(A) is not very tractable. Obviously,
M(A)Q(A)=max[&A&l r (l 2) , &A*&12 (l p$, l)]
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where 12(l p$, l ) denotes the space of bounded operators T : l p$  l  which
factor through l 2, equipped with the norm &T&12=infT=VU &U&p$  2
&V&l 2  l . We do not know if M(A) and Q(A) are equivalent norms.
We now state another consequence of the interpolation formula for
Banach lattices: assertions (b) and the beginning of (a) in the following
proposition are a joint remark of Pisier and the author [Pi1 , proof of
Theorem 1].
Proposition 13. Let 1p, q and qp$1 where 1p+1p$=1.
Then
(a) For a finitely supported function f on N_N let
Npq( f )=inf[&u&p &v&q |\i, j | fij |uivj ].
Npq( f ) is a norm, namely the norm of (X0 , X1 )1p$ , where X0=l 1(c0),
X1=[g | g* # l qp$(c0)]. This norm is l-convex for l=1p+1q.
(b) For every f # l p l q there exists u # l p, v # l q such that | fij |ui vj
for every i, j # N and &u&p &v&q& f &l p l q .
(c) Let 1 be a discrete countable group. For every f # Ap(1 ) there
exists u # l p(1 ), v # l p$(1) such that | f |u V v and &u&p &v&p$& f &Ap (1 ) .
Proof. (a) Obviously, Npq( f )=inf[&u&l p (c0) &v*&lq (c0) | \i, j | fij |uijvij],
which is exactly the norm of f in (X0 , X1)1p$ , by Lemma 11. By [Pi4 , p. 9]
it implies the convexity assertion.
(b) By a w*-compactness argument in l p, l q, we only have to show
that Npq( f )& f &l p l q . Let f=k gkhk . By (a), Npq( f ) is a norm, hence
Npq( f ):
k
Npq(gkhk)=:
k
&gk & p &hk&q .
(c) Write f # Ap(1) as f=k gkVhk and apply (b) (written on 1 ) to
k gkhk . K
Comment on (c). Assertion (c) is well-known if Ap(1) has a bounded
positive approximate identity kn=un V vn , with un # l p(1 ), vn # l p$(1 ). If 1
is not amenable, (c) seems to be new for 1<p<2.
For p=2, a much stronger property holds [E-3e partie, p. 218]: every
f # A2(1 ) may be written as f=u V v, u, v # l 2(1) with & f &A2 (1 )=&u&2 &v&2 .
Let Np( f )=inf[&u& p &v&p$ | | f |u V v].
By (a) Np( f ) defines a norm on finitely supported functions on 1,
namely the quotient norm of (X0 , X1)1p$ where X0=l 1(c0), X1=
[g | g* # l 1(c0)], by the kernel of the convolution mapping: uv  u V v.
By [F, Theorem 3.2] and the observation after Definition 4 below,
Ap(1 ) has a bounded approximate identity if and only if Np( f )=& f &c0 (1 ) .
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If 1 is not amenable, no more explicit description of the norm Np is
known, even for p=2.
The following theorem extends Theorem 12.
Theorem 14. Let p$2q1, 1q&1p$ 12 . For finite matrices
A=(aij ), let
N p$, q(A)=inf[&B& p$  q | \i, j |aij ||bij |].
Then Np$, q(A) is equivalent to a norm on finite matrices.
In particular N p$, p is equivalent to a norm if 43p<2.
Proof. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 12.
(a) Let 12&(1p$)=1r, (1q)&
1
2=1s. By Proposition 13 (a),
inf[&u&r &w&s | \i, j | fij |wi uj ] is a norm, which is 2-convex because
(1r)+(1s)=(1q)&(1p$) 12 .
Let M(A)=inf[&u&r &w&s max(&v&c0 (l2) , &v*&c0 (l2)) | \i, j |aij |wiujvij].
By Lemma 11, M(A) is a norm.
(b) By Theorem 2, M(A) is equivalent to
P(A)=inf[&u&r &w&s &v&2  2 | \i, j |aij |wi ujvij].
(c) Obviously, P(A)Np$, q(A). By applying Grothendieck theorem
twice, every operator T # B(l p$, l q) factors as T=W b V b U where V: l 2  l 2
is bounded and U: l p$  l 2, W: l 2  l q are defined by functions u # l r, w # l s.
Hence the matrix of T in the canonical basis may be written as
(tij )=(wiujvij ), with &u&r &w&s &v&2  2K 2G &B&p$  q . Hence P(A) is
equivalent to Np$, q(A). K
Note that the norm Nrs( f )=inf[&u&r &w&s | | fij |wiuj] is not 2-convex
if 1(1r)+(1s)> 12 : indeed, it induces on the diagonal elements f=( fij )
with fij=0 if i{j the same norm as l r l s, i.e (as seen by duality) the
norm l u with 1u=(1r)+(1s). Hence the proof of Theorem 14 does not
extend to the case (1q)&(1p$)> 12 , though, as we saw above, the theorem
is still true for p$=, q=1.
We now give a short survey on the coefficient problem for Lp(T ) and
Schatten spaces.
The cases p= are respectively KKL theorem and Theorem 2.
(a) 2p<.
By Khintchine inequalities in Lp(T ), for every finitely supported
a=(aj ) i # Z , there exists a choice of signs (=j ) such that & j =jajeijt&L p (T )
K( p)&(aj )&2 , where K( p)  p   .
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This was the starting point of the original proof of [KKL]. Then a dif-
ficult correction argument came in. This method is also used in [K].
By Khintchine inequalities in Cp [LP1], for every finitely supported
A=(aij ), there exists a choice of signs (=ij ) such that
K( p)&1 &(=ij aij )&C pmax[&A&l p (l 2 ) , &A*& l p (l2 )]&(aij )&C p .
(b) p=1 (This has been considered in Proposition 13):
For every finitely supported a=(ai) i # Z , there exists F # L1(T ) such that
&F&1&a&c0 and |a|F (use the Fejer kernel).
For every A=(aij ) in C1, or in (X0 , X1)12 , where X0=[g | g* # l 1(c0)],
X1=l 1(c0), there exist u, v # l 2 such that |aij |u(i) v( j ), for every i, j # N,
with
&u&2 &v&2&A&(X0 , X1)12&A&C1 .
(c) p<2 and 1p+(12 k)=1, k1 an integer.
Then for every F # Lp(T), there exists G such that |F |G with
&G&L p&F&L p and for every A=(aij ) in Cp, there exists B such that
|aij |bij for every i, j # N, with &B&C p&A&Cp .
This majorant property (see Definition 4 below), which also holds for
p=1, as seen above, does not hold for the other values of p [P2].
The envelope E(X ) of a sequence space X and the coefficient problem. We
first generalize a definition introduced in [LP2]:
Definition 3. Let X be a sequence space on I. The envelope of X,
denoted by E(X ), is the latticial sequence space of functions on I which
may be written as
g= :
k1
hk fk
with hk # l (I ), &hk &=1 and k1 & fk&X<; the norm of g in E(X ) is
the infimum of k1 & fk&X for all such representations.
We define E0(X ) in the same way, choosing the hk ’s in c0(I ).
E(X ) is the smallest latticial sequence space containing X.
A motivation for considering E(X ) is that every multiplier: X  Y, where
Y is a latticial sequence space on I, extends to a multiplier: E(X )  Y with
the same norm, and E(X ) may have nicer properties than X.
If X is the norm closure of its finitely supported elements, then
E0(X )=E(X ).
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As E0(X ) is the quotient of c0(I ) X by the kernel of the mapping
h f  hf, the dual space of E0(X ) is the space of bounded multipliers
m: c0(I )  X*, or equivalently: X  l 1(I ).
Examples. (a) Let X=l p  l q, 1p, q<. Then the dual space
of E(X ) is the space of regular operators: l p  l q$ : indeed,
sup|h|=1 &(hijmij )&p  q$=&( |mij | )&p  q$ .
(b) By Khintchine inequality in C1 [LPP], the space of multipliers:
c0(N_N)  C 1 is isomorphic to l 1 l 2+l 2 l 1. Hence if X=K(l 2), its
envelope is isomorphic to the space of matrices normed by max[&A&c0 (l2) ,
&A*&c0 (l2)]; Theorem 2 improves this result.
(c) Nazarov [N] considers the following condition on the sequence
space X : for every b # l 2, there exists f # X, & f &XK, such that
 j |b( j )| | f ( j )|&b&2 , K being an absolute constant.
An equivalent formulation is that &b&2K &b&X  l1 or equivalently l 2
embeds in E0(X ).
Proposition 15. Let X be a sequence space on I.
(a) Let Z be a latticial sequence space on I, such that X embeds in Z.
The following assertions are equivalent:
(V) \g # Z _ f # X | g|| f |
(VV) _K>0 \g # Z _f # X | g|| f |, with & f &XK &g&Z .
If they hold true, Z and E(X ) are canonically isomorphic.
(b) Assume that, for finitely supported functions on I,
N(g)=inf[& f &X | | g|| f |]
is equivalent to a norm. Then it is equivalent to the norm induced by E(X ).
Proof. (a) (*) implies (**) by a standard argument (see [N]): if no K
exists, there exist positive gn ’s such that &gn &Z=1 and for every fn satis-
fying 0gn| fn |, one has & fn&X4n. As m1 2&mgm # Z, there exists
f # X such that 02&ngnm1 2&mgm| f | , hence &2nf&X4n for every
n, which is a contradiction.
By the closed graph theorem, the embedding: X  Z is continuous. As Z
is a latticial sequence space, E(X ) embeds in Z with the same norm. By
(**) Z embeds continuously in E(X ).
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(b) By definition, &g&E(X )N(g); conversely, let g=k hk fk # E(X ).
As N(g) is equivalent to a norm, there exists K such that N(g)
K k N(hk fk)K k & fk &X , hence N(g)K &g&E(X ) .
We may now state the general coefficient problem:
Let X be a sequence space on I.
(i) May E(X ) be identified with a known space Z?
(ii) Is N(g)=inf[& f &X | | g|| f |] equivalent to a norm when g
runs through the finitely supported functions on I?
In the literature, the term ‘‘coefficient problem’’ is used in a more
restricted sense, namely:
Is N(g)=inf[& f &X | | g|| f |] equivalent to the norm of g in Z=l 2(I )?
Originally, X was a space of functions on Z, e.g the Fourier transform
of the functions in Lp$(T ), 2p$, or C(T ), U(T ), A(D), or some
C4(T ) where 4 is a subset of Z (see [K]).
Let us also mention the following result of Ball [B] for Z=l 1(I ):
Let X be a sequence space on I such that &1i &X*=1, i # I. Then, for
every a # l 1(I ), there exists b # X such that &b&X&a&1 and |b||a|. Hence,
if X embeds in Z=l 1(I ), (**) is always satisfied and E(X )=l 1(I ).
As we met several examples of spaces with the majorant property, we
end with an obvious observation:
Definition 4. Let X be a sequence space on I. It has the majorant
property if, for every g # X, there exists f # X with
(i) f | g|
(ii) & f &XK &g&X , where K is an absolute constant.
Observation. If X has the majorant property, define N(g)=
inf[& f &X | | g|| f |]N$(g)=inf[& f &X | | g|f ] for those functions g
for which N$(g) is finite. Then N(g) and N$(g) are equivalent to the norm
of E(X ).
Indeed, &g&E(X )N(g)N$(g); conversely let g # E(X ), g=k1 hk fk
with |hk |1, fk # X. The majorant property gives gk| fk | and k1 gk
| g| with &k1 gk &XK(k1 & fk &X ), hence &k1 gk &XK &g&E(X )
and N$(g)K &g&E(X ) .
The majorant property has a dual property which is often easier to verify
[DPQ].
Addendum. After having read this paper, A. Pelczynski and K.
Oleszkiewicz independantly improved the choice of the function , in
Lemmas 6, 8 and proved that the best constant K which can be obtained
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by this method in Theorems 24 is K=- 6. We present their proof with
their kind permission.
Let us denote ,$=f and for a # ]0, 12 [ let
N(a)=[ f : R  R, f # C1(R), & f &<, \x # R f $(x)1&ax2],
K=inf { 11&2a & f & } a # &0,
1
2_ , f # N(a)= .
We claim that K- 6. Indeed, if f # N(a), the odd function g(x)=
1
2 ( f (x)&f (&x)) also belongs to N(a) and
2
3
a&12=|
a&12
0
(1&ax2) dx|
a&12
0
g$(x) dx=g(a&12)&g&& f & .
Hence
- 6= inf
a # ]0, 12[
2
3
1
a12(1&2a)

&g&
1&2a
,
and the infimum is attained at a=16.
On the other hand, K=- 6 is attained at the odd function g # N(16)
which is periodic with period 4 - 6 and satisfies
g(x)=x&
1
6
x3
3
for x # [0, - 6],
g(x)=(2 - 6&x)&
1
6
(2 - 6&x)3
3
for x # [- 6, 2 - 6].
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